The Race for Content

"I

MAGINE," THE SCENARIO would begin, "a
room/place/device/system that will serve all your communication needs for information, entertainment, messaging,
home shopping, protective security, banking and much more .... " In
countless books, articles, speeches, television documentaries and news
programs these and other promises have been made for decades. In
his visionary science fiction work, Voices from the Sky, Arthur C.
Clarke imagined this and more. So did technologists who thought
cable television would be the instrument for multifaceted new media
services. Others spoke of a cosy menage a trois of telephone, television
and computer, an integrated world of multimedia wonder wherein all
forms and functions of communication would converge into a single
system, one that some said would eventually be accesssible to all people everywhere.
These fanciful applications drawn from fertile imaginations, in
fact, were derived from the world of science, cybernetics and information theory, quantum mechanics and general system theory. From
the 1940S forward, anyone who took a course in communication theory was being prepared for the passage from old media technologies
of various forms to so-called new media-hypermedia and multimedia-as they have come to be called. Once the stuff of the drawing
board and arcane theory, they were eventually brought to public
notice under what media scholar Leo Bogart calls "an unfortunate
metaphor"-that of "the information highway."
But first things first. It is the concept underlying the informa-
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tion highway and the eventual services available from it that people
should care about. The concept, however radical, is really quite simple. On one side of the equation, it is theoretically possible to retrieve
and store all of human communication, whether it involves information archives, the offerings of the media or messages from phones or
computer bulletin boards. We're talking here about the great storehouse of all media for all time, at least that which could be
retrieved-including manuscripts, books, movies, tapes, discs and
other forms. On the other side of the equation are people, both individuals with distinct interests and needs, and composite audiences
that are willing to read along or watch along together. And, of course,
there are infinite variations on audience demographics and interests.
In between, where once existed only the most primitive capabilities
to connect the storehouse with the people, there are now extremely
sophisticated technologies combining digitization, new switching
techniques and fiber optics that almost infinitely increase the number
of conduits available to deliver the information, entertainment and
other "items" on storehouse shelves to people who might desire or
need them.
NLY RECENTLY, the marriages-voluntary or shotgun-of giant media companies, such as Time with Warner,
Bell Atlantic with TCI and, still pending at this writing, Paramount
with either Viacom or QVC, will combine mighty broadcasting,
cable, telephone and other media interests, thus positioning individual conglomerates to control both the pipeline and the product. In the
1980s, one critic warned television networks (then among the most
powerful media entities in the world but now much diminished) that
it was time to realize they were no longer holders of exclusive franchises in the "pipeline business, but needed to rapidly move into the
oil business." Then the point, of course, was that the multiplicity of
channels made possible by cable would eventually challenge the
supremacy of the three network giants that had so long dominated
fare on the television tube.

O
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While the headlines today emphasize the corporate maneuvers
and deals that are creating new and powerful media companies,
much less is said about the products they will dispense from the new
combined communication systems. With plans for cable-TV systems
offering 500 channels (and many more, if they prove feasible) beginning in April 1994, the content question needs to be examined in
sharp relief For behind the headlines about a new information colossus is a quieter race for content, one that is heating up and will eventually appear dramatically on the public agenda. What will be on the
shelves of the information/ entertainment/ message/ marketing storehouse? Who will produce it? How will the producers assess audience
interests, needs and desires? What will it cost? What will be the
cumulative effect of such a massive array of choices? What impact
will the new offerings have on traditional media like newspapers,
magazines, books, even television programs as we now know them?
The questions could continue endlessly, but always they come back
to content, the product that will be transported on the information
highway in various new conveyances to the individuals, institutions
and audiences who seek them.

T

H I SIS SUE of the Media Studies Journal is the first effort of
which we are aware that attempts to size up the "race for content," a term we owe to Marshall Loeb of Fortune magazine, who
used it in one of our technology seminars. One aspect of covering the
race for content is examining current media content and who owns
it, including all the offerings of the media companies mentioned
above, as well as old material-movies, databases, newspaper and
magazine pages and graphics-that have been stored. A simple inventory of the holdings of the companies that are merging both existing
systems and planning to build new ones is a start.
Next, consider the interactive nature of the new media, how
people can already order up information they want with electronic
commands. This capability, now still rather primitive, will no doubt
lead to more refined interactive television (far beyond pay-per-view
or home shopping) and to mergers of diverse entities of global reach,
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which will playa powerful role as producers of "products" for the
information highway. Will people actually create new forms of content, not just variations on old programs, but highly personal (even
private) data, information, entertainment, opinion and market information? Will the new media engage senses other than sight and
sound, linking up with virtual reality and as yet unheard of technical
assets to create virtual environments that might involve travel
through space and time?
As always, the content of the media, whether new or old, mass
or personal, will be determined by the market-what is offered by
entrepreneurs and what is received and paid for by consumers. There
may be infinite channel possibilities and infinite variations on information and entertainment themes, but clearly there is not an infinite
supply of money, nor even an infinite capacity of consumers to take
on more and more. We are reminded of mass communication scholar
Maxwell McCombs' "constancy hypothesis," which advises on just
how much people will spend on entertainment and information, or
"accommodation theory," which concerns how many activities and
how much input people can accommodate into their daily lives.

I

NA D D I T ION TO economic realities, one can also expect
the "voice of the people" to playa role in the development, flow
and control of content, especially through government. At present,
government has been rather passive with regard to the information
highway or its consequences. Except for a few congressional committees and some courts that have to rule on media business deals, the
recent deregulation of communications (and other industries) has
muted public policy. Of greatest interest should be public policy
related to equity of access to information and to information delivery
systems. There has long been fear expressed about imbalance between
information abundance and poverty along the information highway.
This inequity has been present from the days of the first book forward, but it is believed that the massive explosion of new media and
new services will greatly widen the gap between information rich and
poor, perhaps leading to social upheaval. Although government is
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rarely creative, there have been proposals for a public service information highway to which all citizens, largely through schools and other
social institutions, would have access. Community and neighborhood information centers, possibly merging with or even supplanting
America's poorly supported public libraries, have also been proposed.
Related questions concern whether there should be public or philanthropic incentives to develop information services not likely to yield
an instant profit.
Most commentators who have looked closely at information
highway issues, including some of the nation's leading entrepreneurs,
flatly admit that at present the consumer is being left out of the
decision making. That is unfortunate because simple market
research after the fact will not likely correct any deficiencies built
into the system. We already have a media system that lives by ratings, based only on a sample-survey plebiscite of what is now playing on the tube or radio, never connecting this with real citizen
interests or needs. The disconnect today between what most
Americans say they want to see on television and what is actually
there speaks volumes. The information highway offerings with their
interactive possibilities might circumvent this traditional way of
doing business, which is stupidly insensitive to viewers and, we
.
might add, to newspaper and magazine readers.
As entrepreneurs cruise the information highway looking for
opportunities to hawk their wares and to develop new ones, the
haunting question remains of who and what vehicles and passengers
will travel the roadways of the electronic future. In our current communication system, there are already notable vacuums for women,
minorities, children, the disabled and others. Nothing suggests that
the fast-paced, make-a-buck politics of the information highway will
perform any better for these constituencies unless they themselves
take an early and active role to assure themselves a place on the highway and vehicles there to serve their legitimate expectations.
For lack of a better term and because of its currency, we employ
the term "information highway" (or "superhighway") in this issue. At
the same time, we concur with author Bogart, who rightly posits
that, like the Holy Roman Empire (which Bogart points out was nei-
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ther holy, Roman nor an empire), the information highway is only
partly concerned with information and is distinctly not a highway in
any traditional sense, dealing not with two-way traffic but a multidimensional interactive system more akin to electronic circuits. Some
people say that the first stretch of the information superhighway was
laid with the merger of Time Inc. and Warner Communications in
1989, which provided a new corporate structure and wherewithal for
so-called synergistic communication strategies and services.
Others will recall the early experiments of Qube in Columbus,
Ohio, where then-Warner Communications created an interactive
cable system, or Knight-Ridder's failed Viewdata videotext venture
in south Florida. Information architect Richard Saul Wurman says
there are really no failures in technology, only steps on the way to
success. Perhaps so, although we expect to see a vast array of content
trial and error in the next few years connected both to business failure and success.
As Nicholas J. Nicholas, former co-CEO of Time Warner, said
in a recent seminar, the entrepreneurs who are getting into the business stream that leads to the information highway are motivated
largely by fear. And, he adds, fear also motivates those who are staying out.

T

H I SIS SUE of the Journal takes us a step beyond work that
appeared in issues dealing with "Media at the Millennium" (Fall
1991) and "Media Wars" (Spring 1992) to look more closely at the
vital content issues. To do this, it is essential to cover the machinations of giant firms as they position themselves in the new media
economy and to look also at some of their leaders and their motivation. We've tried to balance an examination of the current stretch of
information highway and the reality of today's world with visions of
the future imagined by critics, commentators, journalists and
entrepreneurs. Thus, the climate and conditions under which the
highway is being built are linked with the products and services (that
is, content) they will carry. We do this not with a sense of technological wonder, but from an impartial perspective that both examines the
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field and tries to consider the consequences of events. This means a
mix of expert and concerned party opinion is represented in this publication. We've thus engaged visionaries from business, the academy,
government, the media and elsewhere to assist in this enterprise.
Here you will find cheerful prognosticators alongside gloomier critics, plus some who mainly raise questions or others who suggest playful (and serious) scenarios for the future. In some ways, the discourse
joined here recalls the conversation between the optimist and the pessimist. "This is as good as it gets," enthuses the optimist. To which
the pessimist replies, "Exactly."
As yet, there is no map for the information highway and its distinctive features-on- and off-ramps, connecting arteries and toll
plazas-because as yet most of them don't exist. But they will soon,
and it is imperative that intelligent and caring citizens, professionals
and scholars be ready to understand, monitor and help influence the
race for content.

P

EERING INTO FUTURE FOGS is always a risky
business, but the 34 contributors to this issue of the Journal do so
with uncommon vision and imagination, reaching conclusions as varied as the products promised for the world of tomorrow.
The introductory section brings together three longtime
students of the communications industries-one scholar, one businessman, one high-level player. In their preview of the issues surrounding the race for content and construction and performance of
the information superhighway-in all its forms-these authors are
unafraid either to go out on limbs or to disagree.
Media industry analyst Leo Bogart leads this Journal with a characteristically incisive overview of many issues and questions posed by
the advent of the new technologies. In "Highway to the Stars or Road
to Nowhere?" Bogart, a 1989-90 senior fellow at the Center, separates
the technical details of the information highway from "the substance
of communication." The characteristics of Bogart's ideal mass communication world would include freedom, variety, balance, innovation, competition, accessibility and quality. But can we honestly
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expect that? "Do the architects of today's telecommunications deals
have a sense of responsibility and concern for consequences?" Bogart
wonders. "If not, who will bring them to heel?"
No one need bring them to heel, answers former Citicorp CEO
Walter B. Wriston in the second essay. The marketplace will bring
any telecommunications miscreants to task, he contends, offering the
libertarian argument in "The Inevitable Global Conversation." "The
advent of cable, fiber optics and satellites has overwhelmed the regulators," he argues. "Technology is moving much faster than the processes 0 f government. "
But Lawrence K. Grossman, a 1989-91 Center senior fellow who
was president of both NBC News and PBS, is less sanguine than
Wriston about the ability of market forces and public opinion to
serve as a stabilizer. In his "Reflections on Life Along the Electronic
Superhighway," Grossman worries that fallout from mega-deals such
as the recent $33 billion TCI-Bell Atlantic merger may overwhelm
democracy and humanity itself. And, he says, if telecommunications
reduces us all to inhabitants of "virtual communities," living our lives
via remote control and communicating electronically across great
physical distance, what will the quality of life-and afterlife-be like
along the electronic highway?

O

NE OF THE BIGGEST QUESTIONS about the
electronic world promised by the technologists is what kind of
traffic will travel along the electronic highway. Gibes about the crushing weight of the new-age TV Guide aside, what in God's name will
fill 500 TV channels and flow along the interactive, computerized
byways? Six authors pursue this question in a section titled "The
Problem of Product."
The Center's technology manager, Mark Thalhimer, starts by
investigating how well news and public affairs information is competing amidst the plethora of consumer and entertainment options on
computer lines. Is it "High-Tech News or Just 'Shovelware'?"
Thalhimer wonders. Many on-line and CD-ROM news products
exist, he reports in his catalog of electronic news offerings, initiatives
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by existing print organizations. But most of it is disappointing "shovelware"-recycled stuff from magazines and newspapers simply
repackaged and "shoveled" into electronic form.
The volatile multimedia market is a high-stakes game, as
London media consultant Janice Hughes describes in "The Changing
Multimedia Landscape." "Convergence" refers not only to technology, but to mega-mergers as telecommunication companies, cable
firms, consumer electronics companies and traditional content producers all jockey for position. Strange bedfellows sometimes are the
result. Lost in that economic analysis, however, is the thorny question
of how anyone can claim intellectual rights in an environment
designed to mix and merge diverse kinds and forms of content, as
copyright attorney Donna A. Demac, author apd 1993-94 Center fellow, observes in her essay, "Multimedia and Intellectual Property
Rights." Next up is Joe Quinlan, a 1989-90 Center fellow who now
directs television program development for Time Inc. In his
"Confessions of a Fallen Newspaperman," Quinlan muses on the
death of media that can't adapt. The future is bright for those that
can, he says.
If quality products and mechanisms to protect them are lagging
on the electronic highway, envisioning programs to fill 500 television
channels is even more daunting. Jonathan Alter of Newsweek and
Robert Siegel of National Public Radio's "All Things Considered"
combine to suggest programming for the brave new world of television. Already in Queens, N.Y., Time Warner's Quantum cable system
offers 150 channels (75 already offered on the existing standard cable
system, plus 75 new channels, 57 of which are pay-per-view). Alter set
out to concoct another 350 channels to fill out Time Warner's 500channel system planned to open in Orlando, Fla., in April. It was a
lot tougher than expected, as a fatigued Alter describes in the introduction to his list in "What's on TV?" Siegel's sidebar, "The Yearning
Channel," reports suggestions from NPR listeners who pitched in:
"CAT-SPAN, the all-veterinary channel" and "Nick in the Morning,"
the all-shaving channel?
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F

ROM QUESTIONS OF PRODUCT, the Journal
moves on to examine who the major "Players, Producers and
Purveyors" are and will be in the brave new electronic world under
construction. Economic and technological convergence has translated
into much more power over content being concentrated in fewer
hands. Much of that power belongs to a group of media executives
we call "The Stupendous Seven-The New Masters of the Universe."
Kathryn Harris, a media industry reporter for the Los Angeles Times,
draws on her interviews and contacts with these powerful men to
offer a sense of who they are and, perhaps, what kinds of plans they
might have for the information superhighway. Through their vast
media empires, these seven men may have more to say about traffic,
access, tolls and interchanges on the information superhighway than
anyone. They are John Malone of TCI (whose $33 billion sale to Bell
Atlantic in October was the biggest corporate merger ever); Gerald
Levin, CEO of Time Warner, the biggest of the content producers;
Barry Diller of QVC, who seemingly won of the bidding war against
Viacom for Paramount; Sumner Redstone, the 70-year-old head of
Viacom, who apparently lost Paramount but is far from out; Rupert
Murdoch, chairman of the Australia-based News Corp., whose holdings include Fox Television, the Internet, Asia's STAR-Tv, British
Sky Broadcasting and various newspapers here and abroad; Ted
Turner, volatile chairman of Turner Broadcasting and CNN, and
Michael Eisner, CEO of the Walt Disney Co.
Joining Harris in her profile of the "masters of the new universe"
is media finance expert and 1993 Center fellow Richard J. MacDonald,
who interviewed Murdoch and Turner to explore if they have any of
what George Bush called "The Vision Thing." What kind of vision do
these media moguls have for the content and purpose of the electronic
world they're building, or are they exclusively business-oriented, interested in selling products?
On a less macro level, the opening of new conduits for new
kinds of media and communication products will mean that
"Everyone Can Be a Star," argues Kathleen K. Wiegner, a new media
specialist. Games, music, multimedia, education, literature and new
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forms of communication still undeveloped will flood onto the highway once the road opens, she predicts.
And plenty of overlooked or forgotten content already exists,
just waiting to be tapped, points out James H. Billington, Librarian
of Congress. The Library of Congress, the nation's largest, already has
transferred some of its holdings into digital form in its American
Memory project. Libraries are stewards for the "intellectual cargo of
the 21st century," Billington explains in "The Electronic Library."

T

HE THIRD SECTION asks authors to reflect on
"What's in Store" for society in the dawning Information Age.
Leading off are short takes from 14 commentators who offer their
"Visions of Tomorrow" in a symposium format. The verdict is
mixed, as indicated by comments from Ted Koppel of "Nightline,"
White House press corps doyenne Helen Thomas of United Press
International, television author and Channels magazine founder Les
Brown, newspaper editors Geneva Overholser of the Des Moines
Register and William Hilliard of the Oregonian, Washington Post syndicated columnist Richard Cohen, Howard University Dean Jannette
Dates and their colleagues.
Columbia University sociologist Herbert J. Gans also weighs in
with a view of the effects of the Information Age in his essay, "The
Electronic Shut-Ins-Some Social Flaws of the Information
Superhighway." He writes, "Media professionals and researchers are
sometimes overly infatuated with the new technologies and their
associated utopias ... a spin-off from technological determinism."
Other grim images of how Americans use television-and illustrating
how many already seem to be shut-ins-are featured in a photo essay
by Chicago photographer Lloyd DeGrane titled "Tuned In, Tuned
Out," accompanied by commentary from novelist William BrashIer.
From those visions, we turn to telecommunications policy
scholar Heather E. Hudson of the University of San Francisco, who
recently contributed to a Clinton administration report on communications and information policy. In her essay, "Toward Universal
Access to Information," Hudson outlines for us (and the White
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House) some goals and strategies to consider in regulating the information highway.
Related issues worry Journal editor-in-chief Everette E. Dennis,
who ponders ''A New Ethic for a New Age." Certainly, the new technologies offer bright promise for society, he writes, but that shine will
quickly fade if the new media providers are not more responsive to public desires or committed to quality than traditional media have been.
Concluding this section is Joan Connell, who covers religion
and ethics for Newhouse News Service in Washington, D.C. In
"Virtual Reality Check-Cyberethics, Consumerism and the
American Soul," Connell points out that too little thought has been
given to modes of behavior in the brave new electronic world of
cyberspace. It is, she says, terra incognita, reporting a conversation
with one Silicon Valley executive: "'Cyberethics?' The word draws
first a blank, then a chuckle. 'It's a free-for-all out there. The only
ethic in cyberspace is what you can get away with.'" This bodes ill for
telecommuters on the electronic highway.
The play-by-play commentary of action in the race for content
concludes with a tour by Steven Levy, author of Hackers, of six
important books reflecting diverse views of people, life, society, technology and business in the Information Age. Bill McKibben, in his
1992 The Age ofMissing Information, contends that what we're in for
is an age of unenlightenment. Levy is sympathetic, but disagrees. In
his book review essay, "We Have Seen the Content and It Is Us,"
Levy says the ability of the new technologies to put human beings in
contact with each other is compelling and irresistible. Computers, he
says, are the brave new tools of a brave (and enlightened) new age.
Finally, it may be that not all readers are familiar with the language of the new electronic communications technology. Thus, this
issue of the Journal includes a glossary of technical terms to help
readers navigate the jargon of the information highway.

o

ISS U E of the Media Studies Journal can be exhaustive.
This is particularly true of this topic, which changes and evolves
with each day and every headline. What this and every issue of the
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Journal can do, however, is to raise the important questions and
broaden the debate in areas that-in this case especially-have yet to
be explored fully. In a letter to Technology Review last spring, futurist
Arthur C. Clarke wrote from Sri Lanka about the need to separate
desire and reality; in this process is born vision. "Perhaps the true
measure of a civilization is the command it has over its own destiny,"
Clarke wrote. "Our time has been called the information age, but
information is not knowledge, and knowledge is not wisdom. And
there is something beyond all of these that is even more important:
foresight. It is a rare and often unpopular talent .... "
As essayist Grossman writes in this Journal "We will not know
where the electronic superhighway will take us until long after it has
been built." Our charge from Arthur C. Clarke, and our goal with
this volume, is to apply foresight to the fogs along the unbuilt superhighway, perhaps to generate wisdom.
-THE EDITORS
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